





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Possibility and Impossibility of Moral Education
Shigeo KAWAHARA1
Abstract
Morals as an official subject starts from this year, 2018, in elementary school, and it starts from
next year, 2019, in junior high school. It has been 60 years since moral education was set in the
curriculum in 1958. However, this time it has become a special part of the curriculum and the use of
textbooks is obligatory and evaluation will be given to students. I wonder if the current moral
education, which is said to be formalized and eliminated, will be really strengthened and made effective
to raise moral education by the teaching of morals as an official subject. I would like to consider the
possibility and impossibility of moral education in school and think about the meaning of teaching of
morals as an official subject.
Keywords: Moral Education, Morals as an Official Subject, Compulsory Education, A Special Part of
Moral Education, To Raise Moral Education.
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